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Emerald Dinner 2013 - a stunning evening
A capacity crowd at Sergeants Mess, Chowder Bay, heard Tim Jarvis AM
talk about his recent Shackleton Epic - the authentic re-enactment of
Sir Ernest Shackleton’s 1,300 km trip from Elephant Island to South Georgia
in the 7m whaler the James Caird. Following their safe arrival, in the same
bay where Shackleton had landed in 1916, three of the team then climbed
the mountains to cross South Georgia, once again following in Shackleton’s
footsteps. The team used the same materials, clothing, food and equipment as
Shackleton. The Alexandra Shackleton was an exact replica of the original James
Caird that is now on exhibition at Shackleton’s old school, Dulwich College.
Tim’s description of the extreme cold in Antarctica was made vivid with the
tale of his earlier expedition where he made the fastest solo journey ever to
the South Pole. It was so cold that the fillings in his teeth contracted and fell
out, requiring him to do his own dental repairs in the depths of Antarctica!
SIMS’ Patron, Dr. Robyn Williams AM, presented the Emerald Award
to Tim in honour of his commitment to raising awareness and creating
understanding of the marine environment through his history-making polar
expeditions and for his on-going dedication to highlighting the impacts
of climate change and the need to foster environmental sustainability.
This is our major fundraising event for the year and we raised over
$80,000 on the evening. The generosity of our supporters is spectacular!!
This was a superb result and all of this money will go to important
research at SIMS. We are most grateful to Sergeants Mess for once
again hosting our Emerald Dinner in their beautiful reception centre.

Tim Jarvis receiving the Emerald Award from Robyn Williams.
This award is now established as a prestige annual award that
goes to an individual who has exhibited lifelong dediction to
understanding and preserving the marine environment.
Photo: Ulysse Bove

Delegation from the Chinese Academy of Sciences visits SIMS
The Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) is the largest national scientific research organisation in China. It is the highest
academic institution in natural sciences, a scientific and technical advisory body and a national comprehensive research and
development centre. A delegation from CAS visited SIMS in September, hosted by Professor Emma Johnston.
They were keen to learn about SIMS’ collaborative modus operandi, and research projects such as the Integrated Marine
Observing System (IMOS) and our Sydney Harbour Research Program. Other subjects discussed included the functioning
of SIMS’ Scientific Advisory Committee and how we monitor and assess performance on long term research projects. The
delegation also visited the Australian Research Council to discuss scientific research application and funding and opportunities
for building and enabling collaboration between Australian and Chinese researchers.

Best wishes for the Festive Season to
all our supporters and friends from
everyone at SIMS.

Members of the delegation from the Chinese Academy of Sciences, photographed at SIMS
with Professor Emma Johnston.

Email: foundation@sims.org.au

We look forward to seeing you in
2014 for another excellent program
of marine science talks. We shall
also continue to keep you up to date
with happenings at SIMS via our
newsletters.
WWW.SIMS.ORG.AU

Collaroy Narrabeen coastal monitoring
Generous donors at the Emerald Dinner have funded
vital equipment to continue the coastal monitoring at
Collaroy-Narrabeen.
This site, located along Sydney’s northern beaches, is one of just a
handful of beaches worldwide where researchers have an unbroken
and regular record of the changes that have occurred to this beach
spanning several decades. Initiated in 1976 by Professor Andy
Short of the Coastal Studies Unit at the University of Sydney,
at five survey transects around the 3.5 km long embayment, the
beach has been surveyed every month for the past 38 years. This
is perhaps one of just 5 beaches where such a dataset is available
to coastal researchers.
Commencing 10 years ago, the responsibility for continuation of
this survey program transferred to Associate Professor Ian Turner
and his team at the Water Research Laboratory, School of Civil
and Environmental Engineering, University of NSW. Adopting
modern surveying techniques and the installation of an Argus
Coastal Imaging Station atop a beachfront apartment building,

for the past decade the UNSW team has used the growing dataset
to underpin a wide range of research, focusing on the prediction
of storm erosion, linking regional climate indices to observed
beach variability and change, and most recently, the development
of new numerical models to better forecast the likely response of
sandy beaches to shifts in wave patterns and rising sea levels, that
are anticipated in coming decades.
Reflecting the technological shift to automated, remote sensing
methods for ongoing monitoring of coastlines, analysis of the
images from the Argus Coastal Imaging station at CollaroyNarrabeen is now the primary data source that is underpinning
these research programs. After 10 years, the long-serving cameras
and computer system installed at this unique Australian site have
reached the end of their lifespan and will be refurbished using
the new equipment funded by SIMS. The on-going research at
Collaroy-Narrabeen will be providing data for the NSW Adaption
Hub, Coastal Processes and Responses node that SIMS is
establishing pursuant to a contract with the NSW Government.
This image shows the ARGUS cameras mounted on the
roof of one of the apartments along the beachfront.
Development along the beach is classified as the third most
at risk nationally from coastal processes.
Images from these cameras produced a dramatic time lapse
video of the impact of the so-called ‘Pasha Bulka’ storm in
June 2007 - the same storm that resulted in the Pasha Bulka
bulk carrier washing up on a beach at Newcastle.
The video can be viewed on the website of the UNSW Water
Research Laboratory at the following address:
http://www.wrl.unsw.edu.au/site/projects/collaroynarrabeen-coastal-monitoring/

These images show researchers using a Trimble Real Time
Kinetic Differential GPS which takes information from
satellites to determine horizontal and vertical positions with
centimetre accuracy as surveys are conducted.
The system consists of two parts - one GPS fixed on a known
survey mark and another GPS that is free to roam and collect
the survey data. Mounting the freely-roaming GPS on a
quad bike allows surveys to be undertaken rapidly and over
large areas. For smaller areas or those inaccessible by quad
bike, a three-wheeled cart, a survey pole or even a kayak can
be used.
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Microplastics - real science for young students
Plastics are not biodegradable, instead they fall apart into smaller and
smaller pieces called microplastics. Any plastic piece smaller than 5mm is a
microplastic. They can be found everywhere – in parks, gardens, the ocean
and of course Sydney Harbour. Microplastics in the harbour settle down
on the harbour floor and are washed onto our beaches. Walking along the
beach you can find myriads of tiny pieces of plastic in the sand. We know
very little about their impact on the environment, animals and humans
and have no idea how much of it is in the harbour. Vivian Sim, PhD student
at the University of New South Wales, is studying the distribution and
effects of microplastics in Sydney Harbour as part of SIMS’ Sydney Harbour
Research Program.
The Microplastics in Sydney Harbour course is aimed at Year 5-6 students
and focuses on engaging young students in real-life science by contributing
to an ongoing scientific study, in this case Vivian’s PhD research. Vivian has
optimized a method to extract microplastics from sediments safely and has
already sampled numerous sites in Sydney Harbour. But to get a complete
picture of the microplastic distribution in Sydney Harbour more sites will
have to be sampled and some helping hands are needed.

Here is an image of microplastics - look on the beach next
time you are there and see how many of these are present.

In 2014 SIMS is planning to engage a number of primary schools and their students in the Sydney region to contribute to this
important research project. Students will analyze sediments from the harbour for microplastics and thereby learn how to use
a microscope and conduct a scientific enquiry. They will also learn about the big picture of plastic pollution in the marine
environment as well as sediment and beach ecology. The SIMS outreach team is currently preparing a project kit including
teacher background notes, student workbooks, samples and all equipment including mini microscopes for the school to keep.
Hands-on help will be provided during the experiment. So the students can help us find out how big the problem really is! If
you would like to find out more about the project and fund some microscopes please contact Dr Inke Falkner on 02 9435 4610
or by email at inke.falkner@sims.org.au

Revealing the genetic secrets of the Sydney rock oyster
Researchers from Macquarie University working at SIMS have
formed a consortium with the University of the Sunshine Coast
(USC) and the New South Wales Department of Primary
Industries to sequence the entire genome of the Sydney rock
oyster. Their project will provide a wealth of genetic information
that can be used to ensure the sustainability of this iconic marine
species and its lucrative aquaculture industry along Australia’s
east coast. Macquarie University Professor David Raftos, whose
research group works at SIMS, said it would be one of the first
times that the complete genome of a native Australian animal
had been decoded. Sydney rock oysters are a crucial species in
estuaries and rivers along Australia’s temperate east coast and
anchor the ecology of many coastal ecosystems. In often hostile
environments, oyster beds provide refuges for a broad range of
other species, and oysters are an important prey item for fish and
crabs.

Prof. Raftos said that “the ability of Sydney rock oysters to respond
to environmental change will become increasingly important to the
sustainability of Australia’s estuarine ecosystems, particularly on
the highly urbanised eastern seaboard”. Commercial farming of
Sydney rock oysters is the biggest aquaculture industry in New
South Wales and produces about half of the edible oysters sold in
Australia.
USC Professor in Aquaculture Biotechnology, Abigail Elizur,
said the project aims to build knowledge about the ecologically
and economically vital oyster, which can be found as far north
as the Sunshine Coast. “By sequencing its complete genome, we
will develop a vast genetic resource that can be used to test crucial
questions such as the ability of oysters to respond to environmental
stress, as well as understand its reproductive cues and requirements”
she said. “It will also help us with the discovery of genes controlling
beneficial traits, such as resilience to environmental contamination
and disease resistance”. Wayne O’Connor, Principal Research
Scientist at the NSW Department of Primary Industries expects
the sequencing to take about a year. They will then be in a
position to see how the research can be applied to protect this
vital species from the stresses to which it is increasingly subjected.
The Sydney rock oysters filter water into their shells and strain
algae and microscopic animals out for their food. They start life
as males and later change to females.
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People at SIMS
Professor Frank Talbot AM
State finalist in NSW SENIOR AUSTRALIAN OF THE YEAR
Frank’s citation reads:
At the age of 83, Adjunct Professor Frank Talbot continues to devote his life to the
protection and preservation of Australian and international marine environments.
With a PhD in coral reef fishes, Frank has made a lasting contribution to marine
science through his work, establishing the Lizard Island and One Tree Island
research stations. Frank was also founding chair of the Sydney Institute of Marine
Science, which is now one of the world’s leading centres for marine research.
The only Australian to have led the prestigious Smithsonian National Museum
of Natural History in Washington DC, Frank was also Director of the Australian
Museum for many years. Frank’s career, contribution and achievements
demonstrate his extraordinary leadership skills, intelligence and outstanding
scientific record, and he has inspired thousands of young Australians to pursue
careers in science and marine conservation. Now in his ninth decade, Frank is still
full of energy and enthusiasm for his work, and is actively making a contribution
to his community and his country.

Kevin McCann AM joins the SIMS Board
We are delighted to welcome Kevin to SIMS as a member of the Board of SIMS.
Kevin brings a wealth of experience, both business and community related, to
SIMS. He was Chairman of the Sydney Harbour Federation Trust at the time
when SIMS first commenced operations.
Kevin’s other responsibilities include:
Chairman of Macquarie Group Limited and Macquarie Bank Limited and Fellow
of the Senate of the University of Sydney, Director of Evans and Partners Pty Ltd,
The United States Studies Centre, John Grill Centre for Project Leadership and a
member of the Corporate Governance Committee of the Australian Institute of
Company Directors (AICD). Current community activities include Chair of the
National Library of Australia Foundation and a Member of the Advisory Council
to the Australian British Chamber of Commerce, Male Champions of Change
(MCC) and Diversity Advisory Board of Allens.
Kevin practiced as a commercial lawyer as a partner of Allens Arthur Robinson
(and its predecessor firm Allen Allen & Hemsley) from 1970 to 2004 and was
Chairman of Partners from 1995 to 2004.

Brian Greig joins SIMS Foundation Board
Brian Greig and his wife Lesley, were members of the original group of SIMS
supporters known as the “Futuremakers”. This was the beginning of their long
association with SIMS. Therefore, it was with great pleasure that we welcomed
Brian to the Board of the SIMS Foundation at our November meeting.
Brian was a board member of KPMG Australia from 2003 to 2012 and Deputy
Chairman from 2008-2012. His extensive business experience with the insurance
industry is relevant to SIMS as it is one of the sectors that will be increasingly
concerned with the impacts of climate change along our coastline along with
the impacts of increasingly severe weather events.
Brian’s personal interests include marine biology and scuba diving.
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SPONSORS OF SIMS

FOUNDING PARTNERS OF
SIMS FOUNDATION

Trustee of SIMS Foundation
SIMS Foundation Limited
Directors
Charlie Shuetrim AM, Chair
Guy Cooper PSM
Ian Dardis
Brian Greig
Dr. John Keniry AM
Arthur Koumoukelis
Kim McKay AO
Heather Power
Professor Peter Steinberg
Professor Frank Talbot AM
Auditors
Duncan Dovico

MAJOR SUPPORTERS OF
SIMS & SIMS FOUNDATION
CONTACT US
SIMS Foundation:
Building 19
Chowder Bay Road,
Mosman, NSW 2088
Tel: (02) 9435-4600
foundation@sims.org.au

TO MAKE A DONATION:
Go to www.sims.org.au
and follow the prompts or
contact us directly at
foundation@sims.org.au.
the
foundation

This is the new boat that Fantasea

SYDNEY HARBOUR RESEARCH PROGRAM:
There is a large amount of interesting information on the website of the Sydney
Harbour Research Program. it has background information on the harbour itself
and brief details of the many research projects under way as part of this overall
program. The link to the website is:
http://harbourprogram.sims.org.au
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